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The role of social media
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Executive Director

Executive Director
• Manon Blanchette Ph.D
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The Board of Montréal Museum Directors

• History
– 1985, beginning of the collaboration between museums for the 

first Montréal Museums Day
– 1991, incorporation
– 2007, 31 museums
– 2009, 34 museums
– 2011, 38 museums
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Montreal Museums

• More than 5 million visitors a year

• Economic impact of over $ 127M

• 3,500 cultural workers

• Heritage assets of more than 4 million items
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Mission 

• STRENGTHEN ties of cooperation between 
museums

• PROMOTE cultural missions of each museum

• REINFORCE the important role of museums:
– Urban Development

– Tourism Industry

• How can social media help accomplish the 
BMMD’s mission?
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Web 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 …

• Web 1.0: The internet - the web pages linked by 
hyperlinks which was established in early 1990.

• Web 2.0: The web of people linking to each other, 
initially by e-mail, then with blogs, discussion forums and 
finally with social networks. Not necessarily a new 
version of the web, but rather a new way of designing 
and interacting with the web with an emphasis on 
dynamic open content. 

• Web 3.0: A buzzword, a concept that is not yet
defined as it is the next step in web development. A 
popular theme is the Semantic Web based on mobility, 
universality and accessibility through W3C standards.
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Other Social Media Tools

• Flickr & Picasa: Photo exchange platforms
• Foursquare: Geolocalisation platform. Enables a user to indicate 

their precise coordinates to their friends in real-time (like Facebook
Check-In).

• LinkedIn: Professional Social Network. To establish and maintain 
professional networks.

• MySpace: Music Exchange Platform 
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Social Media and the Québec Population
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Portée de certains réseaux sociaux sur 
la population des internautes québécois

Source: Comscore Media Metrix Canada, average on three months ending in April 2011 
(SAINE Marketing)



Montreal Museums & Social Media

• 29 BMMD Museums use Facebook

• 18 BMMD Museums use Twitter
• Most active Museums

– Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal 
– Montreal Museum of Fine Arts
– Centre for Canadian Architecture (CCA)
– Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec
– Montréal Science Centre
– Cinémathèque québécoise
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Musées Montreal
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Facebook Participation Strategy

• We often give away free passes to our member museums in Facebook as 
this is an effective way of generating interest and traffic.

• We create bilingual posts to better reach our Francophone and 
Anglophone users. 

• We formulate a skill-testing question that requires the user to visit the 
member museum’s website to research the answer.

• For example, for the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts’ The Warrior Emperor 
and China’s Terracotta exhibit, we asked the following question: 

What is the Eighth Wonder of the World?

• Average feedback for a single post: 0.10% Feedback 

• Posting (English): 1,764 Impressions (102% Feedback) 

• Posting  (French): 4,838 Impressions (60% Feedback)

• Note announcing winners: 1,025 Impressions (59% Feedback) 
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Facebook Note Announcing Winners
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Twitter Strategy: The List
• By making a list in Twitter of all our member museums, it is

easy to ReTweet pertinent information

• https://twitter.com/#!/list/MuseesMontreal/sdmm-bmmd
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Twitter: @museesmontreal
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A Survey of our Followers in Québec & Canada



Twitter: @museesmontreal
A Survey of our Followers from Outside Canada
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Twitter + Montreal Museums Day
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Montreal Museums Day Twitter Blast
• For the 2011 edition of Montréal Museums 

Day, we created a Twitter campaign for the 
3 weeks preceding the event & during the 
event itself, used pre-programmed tweets 
with TweetDeck.

• We sent out a total of 160 bilingual tweets 
with specific #hashtags: 
#JDMM2011 & #MMD2011. 

• @mentions were a way to promote our 
member museums with Twitter accounts.

• Due  in part to the fact that all the tweets 
directed people to our website, our web 
traffic for the month of May was 5 times 
higher than our monthly average. 
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Montreal Museum Day
BMMD Website Traffic
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The Montreal Museums Mobile Application
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Launched on January 18, 2011 with a 
new version launched on May 26, 2011. 

http://www.museesmontreal.org/main.php?t=news&i=33&l=f&d=1�
http://www.museesmontreal.org/c/sdmm/file_db/n_Pdf_e/NurunMontreal-Museums_ENG.pdf�
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A session is one use of 
the application by an end 
user. This typically begins 
when the application is 
launched and ends when 
the application is 
terminated.

A new user is a user who
has just started using
your application. 



The Montreal Museums Mobile Application

• Though we do not yet have the statistics for 
social media traffic linked to our mobile 
application, there is the potential for 16,564 
Montreal Museums application users to 
promote the works and museums that they 
have visited or plan to visit.

• The user himself or herself thus becomes a 
valuable part of our promotional strategies.
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Conclusions

• By joining forces in a social media networks, 
smaller museums with only a few followers 
can especially benefit from increased traffic.

• For example, their tweets are retweeted to 
our 3,505 Twitter followers while their posts
are shared with our 8,478 Facebook fans.

• Our member museums who follow us can also
share the same info to their circles.
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Conclusions

• Partnering between museums using social 
media tools creates stronger links with the 
public.

• Social media (especially Twitter) also 
promotes our activities outside the museum, 
art and cultural sectors to reach tourism, 
trade, business, government, etc.
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